
BRISTOL CITY COUNCIL CONSERVATIVE GROUP RESPONSE 

“PROTECTING AND ENHANCING ENGLAND’S TREES & WOODLANDS” 

I write as Leader of the Conservative Group on Bristol City Council and very much welcome this opportunity 
to contribute to this important consultation.  

From a policy perspective, this initiative builds on the last Conservative Party Manifesto Commitment to plant 
11 million trees across the nation and“place new duties on Councils to consult when they wish to cut down 
trees.”  It also gives the public a mechanism to challenge the kind of reckless felling which has recently 
blighted many cities like Sheffield where up to 5,000 of its urban trees, some of historical or cultural value, 
have been lost. 

The proposed four new measures, including two new duties to consult and report on the planned felling or 
planting of street trees, and the requirement to produce Tree and Woodland Strategies, as well as 
strengthening the enforcement powers of the Forestry Commission, are all positive steps forward.  If 
implemented, this should meet the professed objectives of providing more safeguards for our urban canopy, 
update relevant legislation and introduce a more consistent approach to managing street trees and the 
forestry estate. 

The current position offers various types of legal protection for trees and appropriate penalties.  Perhaps the 
most well-known and relied upon are Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) but we are also mindful of the role of 
other rules and sanctions around the special status of Conservation Areas; sites of special scientific interest 
(SSSI), restrictive covenants, planning conditions and, of course, a specific licensing system.    

Whilst the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs has chosen in this consultative exercise to focus 
upon finding ways to prevent ‘unnecessary’ felling of trees, it is our contention that there should also be a 
general DUTY TO CONSULT covering a wider set of circumstances than presently contemplated.  Namely, 
prior to the taking of ‘any action which may curtail or negatively impact upon the amenity provided by mature 
trees in parkland or on publicly-owned green space.’  This ought to be a mandatory requirement where the 
land in question is leased to another but the local authority (as landlord) retains the reversionary interest. 

A current, on-going controversy here in Bristol surrounding the status of Stoke Lodge Playing Fields, a 
longstanding community resource has revealed the limitations of TPOs even in the context of historic 
woodland.  

The site is bordered with veteran and nationally rare tree species but leased (125 years) to Cotham 
Secondary School. Following an unsuccessful TVG application by users of this traditionally shared open 
space, the Governing body has chosen to erect two-metre high perimeter fencing around this land.  

Whilst Council Planners have deemed this action as within permitted development, fears have been raised 
over potential damage to tree roots from the fence footings but also immense frustration caused over the 
school’s complete lack of engagement with the local community over this plan.  Enclosing this formerly freely 
accessible space and damaging the aesthetics or visual aspects to these fields, the setting, is equally 
unacceptable and deserving of protection and/or prevention.  

Exemptions from the duty to consult aside, normally when the removal of a tree becomes necessary due to 
damage, danger, disease or death, we submit that local communities must have a say in any decisions 
affecting de facto parkland trees, and to be able to hold local authorities to account for actions which result 
in or have an adverse effect on established copse.  This is a legal lacuna which demands to be closed.  At 
the very least, such public consultation should be deemed as an example of ‘best practice’ in any subsequent 
guidance issued for Tree and Woodland Strategies. 

I would be grateful if you could treat these representations as our formal submission in place of the online 
survey question and answer document.  If there are any points in it which require further explanation, please 
do not hesitate to contact me.  I look forward to the outcome of this process and conclude by expressing my 
hope that you will seriously consider our suggested extension to or widening of this proposed new duty to 
consult. 

COUNCILLOR MARK WESTON, Conservative Leader 


